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the features.txt to other
folders such as

C:\xeniaemulator\roms
C:\Program Files

(x86)\XeniaEmulator but still
no luck the emulator will not

load.. A: Okay i solved it when
i copied the feature.txt file
and the xbox 360 emulator

bios v3.2.4.rar file to
C:\Program Files

(x86)\Microsoft XNA Game St
udio\4.0\Redist\Xbox360\Bios\
on the PC then i was able to
run it and it was in a working
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fill valve operate? I can see
that there is a solenoid that
presses on a cup that acts
like a plunger. There is a

spring underneath and the
solenoid is powered by
electricity. How is this

mechanism designed to work
when the electricity is off?

How does the spring work? A:
When the flow has stopped
there's a spring on it's own

which pushes down the
plunger. Since the vent in the

top (known as a spring) is
bypassed when the plunger is
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pushed down (while there's a
leak through the solenoid)

there's some drop in pressure
which will drop the cup. Q:
Does the picochip N8250

have an optoisolator? I want
to use a Picochip N8250

based on the Atmel SAM4L
for a project that requires

ADC/DAC. To do this, I need
to use an optoisolator (in

parallel with the MCU), which
is confirmed in the Atmel
datasheet: If I take the

datasheet at p. 62 and look at
the components in detail, I
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find that I should have a ZIF-
based optoisolator available

for this part: d0c515b9f4
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